ANDRÉ VISSER AND SANDY SOLANO
DIAZ
The creative couple behind Cuban art gallery, event space and
hip hideout A|S Residence, in the heart of Havana’s Old Town

What’s your story?
I (André) am a Netherlands-born abstract artist with a background in the

fashion industry, and my partner Sandy – a native Habanero – is a
professional dancer and musician. He was working at a private school in
Moscow nine years ago, and I was also there on business as creative
director for a globally renowned fashion label; we met, fell in love and
started thinking about the possibility of starting a small design-led
boutique hotel in Cuba, a concept that didn’t really exist there at the time.
We’d both travelled a lot, and I had stayed all over the world, with
production trips to the Far East, and inspiration trips to New York, Milan,
London, Tokyo, Paris and many other metropoles. I was always in fivestar hotels and I learned what I liked. We wanted to do something
different from those experiences – something authentic and full of
character, which connected guests with the locals people – something
completely unique in Cuba.
With my background in design we were sure we could create something
very stylish from one of the Old Town’s monumental mansions. So, we
started a great adventure in 2016, involving over three years of intensive
renovation of a Unesco-protected colonial-style residence. A huge
challenge, since – apart from complicated bureaucratic processes –
nothing can be bought in Cuba and imports are largely restricted, so
many materials and furniture had to be sourced from and created by
local craftsmen.
The result is a hotel that stands out in many ways, with a panoramic roof
terrace, six intimate rooms and suites, gallery and restaurant, that feels
both historic and modern at once. We’re proud to own a beautiful retreat,
where abstract art, sleek design and authentic Cuban heritage merge
seamlessly.
Have you faced any challenges as an LGBTQIA+ hotelier?
No, no specific challenges – in general Havana is very much LGBTQIA+
friendly, so everywhere we go, we feel welcome.
From your perspective, how has the gay scene in Cuba evolved?
Cuba is still trying to get same-sex family rights implemented into their
constitutional laws. Unfortunately this is still not set in stone as yet.
Secondly, although the culture is very relaxed towards the LGBTQIA+
community, the church does have a strong conservative influence and
promotes traditional family life instead. So emancipation processes are
still needed and there are several communities actively involved in that
process.

Favourite places to travel (and any you’d avoid)?
We travel frequently to our home base Amsterdam, and for my art
exhibitions I return to Europe a lot. We’ve been to many of the world’s
largest cities (London, New York and Madrid are some favourites), so we
tend to choose calmer locations such as Tulum and Mérida in nearby
Mexico and the Côte d’Azur. Spain we’ve found to be the most
welcoming for LGBTQIA+ travellers, and as for where we’d spend Pride,
Amsterdam’s Canal Parade and week-long celebrations have given us
some of the best – and wildest – memories.

What changes would you like to see in the future of travel?
The best would be a natural approach, with complete acceptance
everywhere and no-one being seen as an exception in a negative way.
So, for example, the exclusively gay hotels that have more recently
opened in Havana, we see not so much as a signal of gay emancipation
and integration, but rather as a confirmation of being an exception. To be
exceptional is great, but that should be based on personality, character
and identity instead of having a different sexuality.

Our philosophy, which is strongly anchored in our hotel concept, is that
the world should be a free place without judgement and there should be
space for everybody with free expression of thought, for all genders,
races and religions. We are a place where the liberated individuals and
free spirits can meet and connect or just exist together.

Essential travel kit?
A good outfit, of course.
Your best travel advice?
Always follow your intuition and stay true to your personal taste and
standards.
And where’s the party at?
We love rooftop eatery Yarini Habana (the views are fantastic), supercool arts space and club FAC (Fábrica de Arte Cubano), and watching
gigs at Casa de la Música and the Bertolt Brecht Cultural Center. As for
bars, you’ll find us at Melodrama (very cosy but good fun) and the rooftop
of El De Frente.

